Criterion F: Product evaluation and future product development
Evaluation of Specific performance Criteria
1) A consistent layout, a blue colour background design
Yes it has been met, very nice looking design
2) A interactive navigation menu bar
Yes it has been met, included a drop down menu
3) Provide an easy way of contact
Yes it has been met
4) Include a map, Google map
Yes it has been met
5) Add audio files
Yes it has been met; all 6 audio files have been uploaded
6) Include information and images, provided by the client
Partially, as said in Criteria F feedback from my client he would like to see more information
and images.
Recommendations for future development
My client Adolfo believe that the website is very good he is pleased with the design and the overall
content of the page, however he also believe that there is two improvements that could be done.
The improvement mentioned by Adolfo consists of adding into the page a comment box an and email contact applications where users that come into the website can leave comments on the
“reflexiones.htm” and the “contactanos.htm” if users have a something to say, observations, or any
doubts and questions or they prefer to send an e-mail. However in order to add an comment box it
can be done through two different ways one is by leaving the comment box and every time a
comment is submitted it is send to an e-mail address and the second is when submitted a comment
it stays in the page for everyone to see it. What I would advise is for the comment to be sent directly
to an e-mail address, in this way there would be a better communication which is what my client is
primarily looking for with this. The reason he believes that this would be of great help for him is
because in this way he will be able to know what everyone that visits his page will think about it and
from there make any corrections or improvement to the page, therefore having a better
communications with users.
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